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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Richmond Division 

In re: *
*

DORI DANYELLE WINGATE, * Case No. 15-35033-KLP
*
* Chapter 13

Debtor. *
*

DECLARATION OF THOMAS D. DOMONOSKE  
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR FINAL 

APPROVAL OF COMPROMISE AND CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 

I, Thomas D. Domonoske, declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. that the 

following is true and based on my personal knowledge. 

1. In Support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Approval I provided a

Declaration that included a biography of my professional background and further detailed my 

experience and qualifications to be class counsel.  

2. That Declaration also explained why I believe the Settlement fairly, reasonably,

and adequately resolves this matter to the benefit of the Class Members and their bankruptcy 

estates.  

3. At the time of that Declaration I had incurred and documented more than 85.2

hours on this case. 

4. Since that time I have incurred another 11.6 hours for a current total of 96.8

hours, including time spent on the preliminary approval hearing and helping prepare the final 

approval documents.   

5. I expect to incur at least another 10 hours in this case for the final approval

hearing and other matters finalizing the settlement; thus the expected total hours will be 106.8 
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6. Based on my experience and knowledge in the area of consumer protection 

statutes and federal court practice, my currently hourly rate for this type of consumer work in 

Virginia is $550.00 an hour.  This has been my rate since November 1, 2016, and previously was 

$475.00 an hour.  My current hourly rate has been repeatedly accepted as appropriate by judges 

in the greater Richmond area, including federal judges in the Eastern District of Virginia, and 

state court judges.  The three most recent cases where it was determined appropriate are Harris v. 

RedNeck Towing, Case 3:17-cv-00741-REP, United States District Court, Eastern District of 

Virginia (Judge Payne, Order entered May 19, 2018), Jones v. CNU of Kansas, McCammon 

Group Arbitration (Retired Judge Stillman, Order entered May 7, 2018), and O’Neal v. USVA, 

Inc., Case No.  GV18000167-00, General District Court for the City of Hopewell, Order, (Judge 

Townsend, Order entered June 20, 2018.)  This is also the normal hourly rate for other lawyers 

with similar experience at my firm, Consumer Litigation Associates.   

7. My hourly rate was established and adjusted after reviewing the hourly rates 

charged by trial lawyers who represent clients in consumer protection cases in Virginia, and the 

legal skills and experience that correspond to those hourly rates; based on that information, my 

current hourly rate is within the range of the local prevailing market rate for services in the 

narrow area in which I work.  For example, the fee filing from In re Alpha Natural Resources on 

September 26, 2106, Doc. 3440, Case 15-33896-KRH, Richmond Division of the Bankruptcy 

Court for Eastern District of Virginia, shows that the hourly rates regularly charged by counsel 

for lawyers with more than twenty-five years experience range from $930.00 to $775.00, and 

that lawyers with less than ten years experience regularly charge more than $500.00 an hour.  

Given I have been licensed for 28 years and practicing law in Virginia for 25 years, my current 

rate of $550.00 is thus significantly below that scale. 
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8. Based on the time I have recorded and reasonably expect to spend (106.8 hours), 

and my normal hourly rate of $550.00, the lodestar for my time in this case is $58,740.00 

 
Executed on July 5, 2018 in Harrisonburg, Virginia. 

 
By:  /s/ Thomas D. Domonoske 
 Thomas D. Domonoske, (VSB No. 35434) 
 Consumer Litigation Associates, P.C. 
 Counsel for Plaintiff, Dori Danyelle Wingate 
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Domonoske Time 

wingate 5/8/2017 1.1 review documents and research infosource and spotloans and then 
prep email response to cc 

wingate 5/9/2017 0.3 consider how to proceed given ML info on numbers and prep email 
giving two choices and make my recommendation 

wingate 5/10/2017 0.4 review LVNV funding case to determine effect on class members 
who did not object  

wingate 6/2/2017 0.5 analyze case again given J. Phillips approach and new 4th circuit 
case and decide class action is doable .3; review other examples to 
identify common practice (.2) 

wingate 6/6/2017 3.8 prep first draft of class complaint and flag SOL issues for cc and 
circulate 

wingate 6/7/2017 0.2 review ML edits and comments and send back with edits 

wingate 6/12/2017 0.5 review o2c and substantially shorten and send back with comments 

wingate 6/13/2017 0.1 review filing of class action 

wingate 6/14/2017 0.1 review 2016b forms 

wingate 6/15/2017 0.1 review new POC in Worsham and difference  

wingate 6/22/2017 0.2 modify 2016 form and get filed and tc KG and ML re same 

wingate 7/13/2017 0.4 tc laura re case (.2); email update and rev order and check with ML 
and respond (.2) 

wingate 7/14/2017 0.2 tc sara and discuss cont (.1) emails and review order and respond 
(.1) 

wingate 7/17/2017 0.1 request for extension of claim objection response (.1) 

wingate 7/20/2017 0.6 review email re brett allen and research him (.1), tc Mark and brett 
re AIS and possible resolution (.5) 

wingate 7/24/2017 0.2 review amended claim by AIS and determine how to proceed at 
pretrial and email ML re same (.2) 

wingate 7/25/2017 1.4 review lauren's email re pretrial and confer with ML and send 
response (.2), message maryie jones and discuss with cocounsel and 
call her and make plans going forward with cocounsel (.6); emails re 
john lynch and what that means (.1); maryia's request re pretrial 
and discuss with emily and send response and prep for pretrial with 
emily (.5) 

wingate 7/26/2017 0.2 discuss with emily and dp pretrial in emails and on phone and next 
steps 

wingate 7/28/2017 0.6 see maryia's request and research arb clause and prep possible 
response (.5), discuss response and send (.1) 

wingate 7/31/2017 1.7 tc with Emily re Lauren's request and the issue of claim under Rule 
3001, and arbitration clause and what we can say (.5), review 
Lauren's filing and start research and plan response (1.0), review 
answer by AIS (.1); quick review of arb motion (.1) 

wingate 8/1/2017 3.1 tc ML re procedural aspect of class contested claim whether ap or 
oc (.4), tc DP re same and tc later (.1); tc ML prep for call (.1), tc 
Lauren re issue of her client's interest in keeping AIS in case (.1), 
conference call all counsel re motions (1.0), follow up with ML , Ek 
nd DP and plan next steps (.2), research other federal violations in 
contract and problems with arbitration clause (1.0) 

wingate 8/3/2017 0.8 prep memo re problems with contract and ways we respond to arb 
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Domonoske Time 

clause (.8) 

wingate 8/4/2017 0.1 discuss plan for responding to memos and assign duties 

wingate 8/9/2017 0.5 tc all plaintiffs counsel re maryia's email and the problem and how 
to respond and send start of draft (.3); review Maryia's email where 
she now adds new terms to agreement that are unacceptable and 
respond why and review comments from cc re same (.2) 

wingate 8/10/2017 0.3 emails re Maryia's insistence that legal issues mean should have 
individual settlement and decide no response (.1), review Lauren's 
email and determine we need to respond very carefully to not harm 
client's standing as class rep and emails with cc re same (.2);  

wingate 8/11/2017 0.2 draft potential response to Lauren (.1); emails with all cc re moving 
forward on briefs and what we need to agree to mediate (.1) 

wingate 8/14/2017 2.6 tc all p counsel re efforts to continue and how we respond to 
motions (.9); start research on arb opposition (1.2); start review of 
draft of mtd by spotloans (.5) 

wingate 8/15/2017 5.1 finish edits to raft opp to mtd by spotloan and reorganize argument 
and some headings and focus more on one issue (1.7); prep draft of 
arb opp and identify issues of Moses and circulate (2.3); emails 
Maryia re mediation and try to get them to stop trying to discredit 
class rep potential with new response (.2), new email from Maryia 
and Lauren and again try to explain why their requests are so 
offensive and send email to our team for comment (.3), finalize and 
email to Maryia and Lauren (.1) tc Mark and Emily re arguments in 
motions and  letting defendants distract us from doing proper 
oppositions (.5) 

wingate 8/16/2017 2.6 respond Maryia email re briefs (.1), review Maryia' motions and 
order and see miscommunication and send response (.1); review ML 
edits to opp to Spotloan and review critten and revise to make clear 
why not to follow it (1.2), tc ML (.1) prep next response to Maryia 
and try to make clear what is needed and circulate and then send 
(.1), review ML edits to arb brief and clean up citations and focus 
one argument and finalize and file (1.0), tc ML re filings (.1) 

wingate 8/17/2017 0.4 email Maryia about documents that were approved and rev emails 
re same (.1), review docs to be sure no changes (.1) tc ML re Orders 
not formatted and prep email re same and circulate and revise and 
then send (.2) 

wingate 8/21/2017 0.1 review emails with new order and consult with cc and then email 
Maryia with changes that are needed 

wingate 8/22/2017 0.2 rev email re judge wanting hearing and help prep email to defs (.1), 
rev responses and prep response to defs (.1) 

wingate 8/23/2017 0.2 rev maria's email re amending order and tc cc (.1); emails with 
Maria re changes to order (.1) 

wingate 8/24/2017 0.3 email Maryia's office re hearings and respond (.1); ML email re 
Judge wanting hearing on judicial mediator or not and edit email 
and respond (.1), consider who notices hearing and draft email re 
same (.),  

wingate 9/5/2017 2.7 tc ML and DP re hearing tomorrow and how to move settlement 
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Domonoske Time 

discussions forward (.3), prep for hearing (.2), travel to Richmond 
(2.2), hotel cost ($205.00) 

wingate 9/6/2017 3.7 attend hearing and then confer with def counsel (1.3), meeting mark 
re def counsel comments that seem committed to fighting case (.2), 
travel back to Harrisonburg (2.2) 

wingate 9/8/2017 1.5 review new decisions from 8th circuit and br cases and prep memo 
for how affects our claims. 

wingate 9/18/2017 0.3 review offer and consider response 

wingate 9/19/2017 0.1 draft email and circulate and then send re response .1,  

wingate 9/20/2017 0.1 review information and email response and check on wd info 

wingate 9/22/2017 0.3 rev file re settlement and email team (.1), tc Mark what to discuss 
with client .2  

wingate 9/25/2017 0.6 review order and prep settlement email and circulate to team .5, 
revise after edits and recirculate .1 

wingate 9/26/2017 0.2 emails with defs re settlement and email team re Santoro (.1),  tc 
ML re mediation process and what we will do (.1) 

wingate 10/3/2017 1.3 review email and see all counsel are to consult and then see that 
defs not consulting with us and consider how to work together (.1), 
tc ML and emails to all counsel and then court (.3), tc DP that he 
should not participate to keep costs down (.1) (39 hours prior to call 
with mediator), prep for call with mediator (.2), call with mediator 
(.5), follow up with ML re next steps (.1)  

wingate 10/6/2017 0.3 review ltr from mediator and see allowing just counsel to appear 
and consider and emails on our team about this .2, emails with 
Lauren re motion and order to substitute .1 

wingate 10/25/201
7 

0.1 emails with Lauren her getting us draft by Friday and check calender 
and plan work flow for same 

wingate 10/30/201
7 

0.8 lauren's draft not come in until after 3 on this Monday and arrange 
work to get to it and then call mark and try to reach her .1, tc Laura 
again and bring in Mark and discuss some issues .2, make my edits 
to two draft documents and circulate .5,  

wingate 10/31/201
7 

0.4 review bl edits and make further changes and send both documents 
with signatures to cc .4 

wingate 11/1/2017 0.1 emails re changes to order and errant email to Lauren .1, correct 
typo in orders and send to lauren .1 

wingate 11/5/2017 0.2 review protective order and see problem and prep draft email and 
circulate 

wingate 11/6/2017 0.2 tc ML and then DP and edit email and send to Lauren .1, prep plan 
for mediation statement .1 

wingate 11/7/2017 1.3 tc ML and EK re plan for mediation statement and points to cover 
1.2, review new draft from Lauren nd make edits and send back that 
PO is now fine .1 

wingate 11/9/2017 2.6 ML email and tc him re process for mediation statement .1 review 
Mark's start on part A and redraft further investigate other facts and 
do first draft of part c and d and circulate 2.5 

wingate 11/10/201
7 

1.8 .1 tc ML re plan to finish part b, work on editing b and drafting c and 
d to get to near final complete draft 1.7 
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Domonoske Time 

wingate 11/13/201
7 

0.2 tc ML re getting mediation statement done .1, tc emily re two 
sentences .1 

wingate 11/14/201
7 

2.7 review emily edits and further editing to comply with page limit and 
make analysis easier to follow (1.8), further discussion re numbers 
and finalization .9 (50.7 to date) 

wingate 11/16/201
7 

0.1 quick review of Lauren's email on iphone and see will need to wait 
until in office to analyze 

wingate 11/20/201
7 

0.5 prep draft email response to Lauren and circulate and ensure offer 
sent to client .2, tc ML re same and how we evaluate offer for client 
.3,  

wingate 11/21/201
7 

1.3 tc DP re case law on not discussing fees .1, review legal citations 
from DP and update .1, consider how communicate issues to JS and 
prep draft email to him and circulate .3, tc ML re Ms. Wingate, next 
week, and email to JS .6, modify email and proofread and send to CB 
for JS .2 

wingate 11/22/201
7 

0.1 tc and emails with DB re JS call 

wingate 11/27/201
7 

1.8 tc DP re net worth case law .1, tc ML and EK re procedural issues 
including Moses v. Cashcall and prep for call .5, tc with JS .6, follow 
up with DP and ML re email to Lauren .1, prep draft email and 
circulate .2, tc ML re Ms. Wingate's payments and finalize email and 
send and prep for wed .3 

wingate 11/28/201
7 

3.5 tc Ml to prep for call with client .1, call with client about tomorrow's 
mediation .5; tc ML re docs for tomorrow .1, tc DP re he will appear 
and discuss main issues re soveriegn immunity .3; prep for 
tomorrow .4; drive to Richmond 2.1 

wingate 11/29/201
7 

8.0 first day of mediation and follow mtg DP and ML 

wingate 11/30/201
7 

8.2 second day of mediation 6.0, drive home 2.2 

wingate 12/4/2017 0.9 review draft agreement from Lauren and consider change in class 
definition and memo re same .5, tc ML and do research to try to 
determine if number changes and unable and prep and send email 
to lauren .3 further emails re same with lauren .1 

wingate 12/5/2017 0.1 emails Lauren re class def and list 

wingate 12/8/2017 0.1 more emails lauren re still no class list 

wingate 12/12/201
7 

0.3 review settlement agreement and see still estimate but after 
consultation others agree is fine and email lauren 

wingate 12/14/201
7 

0.1 outline for lauren what goes in motion to limit 

wingate 12/15/201
7 

0.1 emails with lauren re motion 

wingate 12/20/201
7 

0.4 emails re signed agreement and motions .1, review draft motion 
and modify and circulate .2, tc ML re same .1 

wingate 12/22/201
7 

0.1 emails with lauren re motion 

wingate 1/4/2018 0.1 review file and timelines and email to lauren 
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Domonoske Time 

wingate 1/7/2018 0.2 review lauren's edits and approve and email team and prep email to 
her re process 

wingate 1/8/2018 0.6 emails and tc Mark re notice to trustees .2, email and tc for call with 
Lauren .1, tc court and Lauren re process and what procedures are 
.3 

wingate 1/12/2018 0.1 review file and emails Lauren 

wingate 1/19/2018 0.1 emails Lauren  

wingate 1/29/2018 3.3 review lauren draft doc set and modify all and circulate 3.2, emails 
cc and lauren .1 

wingate 1/30/2018 1.9 further revisions to notice re info to class member .3 tc Lauren .3, 
further review of documents for changes from call with lauren (1.3) 

wingate 1/31/2018 0.8 final review of edits on our side and modify and send doc set to 
lauren 

wingate 2/1/2018 0.1 emails lauren and rev file for call tomorrow 

wingate 2/2/2018 0.4 tc Lauren and Brad about additional matters .3, tc ML and dp re final 
matters .1 

wingate 2/5/2018 0.1 email from j. santoro .1,  

wingate 2/8/2018 0.4 rev final agreement and make more edit and send back .1, and 
review all other documents and confirm fine .3 

wingate 2/9/2018 0.1 confer ML re signing settlement agreement 

wingate 2/12/2018 0.2 review proposed order and modify and tcs re same to get it filed 

wingate 2/14/2018 0.3 identify what else we need for filing and email around, follow up re 
order and several emails .1 

wingate 2/15/2018 0.1 tc and emails for how to find out about order  

wingate 2/16/2018 0.1 tc re orders and emails same and brad's comments on 9013-1(h)(3) 
(85.2 hours to date) 

wingate 2/19/2018 2.4 prep declaration .7, tc ML re plan for filing and what we need still .2, 
tc conf with ML re final proof and edits and all documents and 
exhibits 1.5 

wingate 2/28/2018 0.1 tc ML re what we need for preliminary hearing .1, tc  

wingate 3/6/2018 0.3 prep for call with Lauren and then tc lauren re tomorrow and final 
dates .3 

wingate 3/7/2018 4.2 prep for preliminary hearing 1.5, attend preliminary hearing .6, 
confer with ML and EK .1, 1/2 travel to and from Richmond 2.2 

wingate 4/4/2018 0.1 tc ML re status and what we do to be sure things moving correctly 

wingate 4/11/2018 0.2 emails lm re notices and swapping clients and tc same 

wingate 4/13/2018 0.2 tc LM about FAQ for responses re how numbers calculated and 
notice issues 

wingate 4/16/2018 0.1 review draft FAQ and circulate comments to our team 

wingate 4/17/2018 0.5 tc LM re settlement .4, memo to team .1 

wingate 6/8/2018 0.1 review all emails and calendar to be sure on track for final approval 

wingate 6/27/2018 1.7 review all draft documents and research Newberg and make edits 
and circulate 

wingate 6/28/2018 0.4 emails re new paragraph and research new 9th cir case re same and 
respond 

wingate 7/3/2018 0.8 review emails and then tc ML .7 and circulate more changes, tc DP 
and emails KG .1,  
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wingate 7/5/2018 0.5 emails re finalizing filing and revew ML declaration .2, prep 
declaration and circulate .3 

  96.8  
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